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Alex Pauker

Alex Pauker was born in Russia in 1974. It was there that he discovered his natural talent for creating beautiful paintings of
landscapes. He grew up in Russia and studied art at the Yekaterinburg College of Art. After graduating in 1990, Alex decided to
travel the world looking for new inspiration for his work.
In his travels, Alex discovered the beautiful scenery of Europe and was awarded a place in a student exchange program where
he earned his second art degree. During his studies in Europe, he worked as an illustrator and creative consultant at a
Publishing House. He also entered and won the International Leningrad Art Contest.
Currently, Alex Pauker lives in Tel-Aviv, Israel and paints there in his studio. He continues to travel the world gaining inspiration
for his majestic landscape paintings as well as exhibiting at museums and galleries abroad. His works can be found in many
private collections in Israel, Europe and the United States.
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